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Abstract
Inom det EU-finansierade forskningsinitiativet SLIM (sustainable low impact mining)
införs flera innovationer för ytbrytningssektorn. Bland annat behandlas den automatiska
utformningen av spränglayouter med tanke på de faktiska geometriska och geologiska
förhållandena. Detta inkluderar: (i) automatisk bergmassakaraktärisering inklusive
bestämning av bergstrukturer, (ii) automatisk placering av borrhål enligt den aktuella
formen på bänkytan, och (iii) automatisk belastning av borrhålen.
För att stänga kontrollcykeln för optimering av sprängning tillämpas de senaste
verktygen för karaktärisering av muckhögen. Detta inkluderar: (i) mätning av
muckhögvolymer och jämförelse med motsvarande bankvolymer och (ii) 3Dfragmenteringsanalys inklusive upptäckt av stenblock.

Within the EU-funded research initiative SLIM (sustainable low impact mining) several
innovations for the surface mining sector are introduced. Among others the automatic
design of blast layouts considering the actual geometric and geologic conditions is
addressed. This includes: (i) automatic rock mass characterization including the
determination of rock structures, (ii) automatic placement of boreholes according to the
current shape of the bench face, and (iii) automatic association of volumes to boreholes
for loading.
In order to close the control cycle for blast optimization, latest tools for muck pile
characterization are applied This includes: (i) measurement of muck pile volumes and
comparison with the according bank volumes and (ii) 3D fragmentation analysis
including the detection of boulders.
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1

Introduction

SLIM is a research project funded by the EU under the H2020 program. The acronym
stands for Sustainable Low Impact Mining and combines work from research
institutions (Lulea University of Technology, Sweden, Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, Spain, Montanuniversität Leoben, and Graz University of Technology, both
Austria), application sites (Erzberg mine, Austria, Minera Órgiva, and Quarry El Aljibe,
both Spain), and industrial partners (Maxam, Spain, 3GSM, Austria). The collaborative
project is in its last phase, ending by October 2020.
One working package deals with automatically designing surface blasts and improved
quantification of the muck pile, both together aiming at a procedure to successively
optimizing blast layouts in surface operations. The basic data source is aerial imagery
taken by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) aka drones from which photogrammetric 3D
models are derived. The following addresses several parts from this working package.

2

3D model generation from drone imagery

Photogrammetry enables the generation of 3D models from a series of overlapping
photographs. The introduction of the ‘structure from motion’ concept (Snavely et al.
2014) as well the broad availability of UAVs brought a renaissance of this technology.
Structure from motion includes a series of processing steps that allows computing a
comprehensive set of 3D surface points that are combined to a surface description
(mesh) in photo-realistic style.
Photographs are taken highly redundant which enables to compensate geometric
deviations (lens distortion) that are present in any camera while generating the 3D
model. This ability for auto-calibration makes modern photogrammetry capable of
producing accurate 3D models even from low-grade cameras. This means that low cost,
off-the-shelf drones are useful for generating 3D models at sufficient high accuracy.
Several commercial software packages of modern photogrammetry are available (e.g.
Agisoft, Pix4D, ShapeMetriX). All work in a similar way and provide comparable
results. Here, ShapeMetriX software has been used since it also provides tools for
geological mapping and blast design.
Figure 1 shows a 3D model of a blast site at Erzberg mine. It was generated from about
150 photographs captured using a 9 mm Zenmuse XS4 camera mounted on a
DJI Matrice 200 drone. Note that less expensive drones such as a DJI Phantom 4 are
also suitable for such application. The 3D model computed in about 30 minutes on a
mobile workstation (Dell Precision 7520). It consists of over 2 million surface points
and has a ground sample distance (GSD) of 1 centimeter per pixel. The 3D model was
referenced using four surveyed ground control points. Residual error is about 1
centimeter.
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Figure 1: 3D model of a blast site at Erzberg mine; length of blast site was
approximately 115 m; the muck pile covers an area of about 4,500 m2.

3

Blast design

3.1 Automatic rock mass characterization
Literature shows several approaches for extracting joint set information from point
clouds (Slob 2010, Riquelme 2014). Despite, the actual approach also includes the
surface description that is available from photogrammetric 3D models, which eases one
important step in the procedure – the identification of surface normals.
However, the implemented algorithm comprises several tasks including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compute surface normals and their density (see Figure 2)
Select density maxima as mean of potential discontinuity sets
Group similar orientations around prospective means
Find and colourise continuous areas with similar orientations (see Figure 2)
Vectorise the boundaries of patches with the same colour (Figure 2)
Determine the orientation of the vectorised patches
Cluster patches to discontinuity sets
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Figure 2: Top left: Automatically identified planar areas of a bench face; Top right:
Heat map showing the density of the surface normals in a hemispherical plot; Bottom
left: Vectorised areas; Bottom right: Polar plot of discontinuity sets

3.2 Automatic placement of boreholes
The suggested approach positions boreholes following geometric rules related to the
real minimum burden. It considers the actual 3D shape of the free face and any kind of
spatial pose of the boreholes (regarding location, inclination, deviation). A basic
geometric requirement is the minimum burden criterion.
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3.2.1 Minimum burden diagrams
In order to describe burden as the distance from a borehole to the free surface usually
the term profile is used. The profile provides the information what is “in front of the
hole” at a certain depth. Mathematically, the profile is the intersection of a vertical plane
in front of the borehole with the surface description of the free face.
This concept becomes somewhat diffuse if a hole is at a corner or the face in front of the
hole shows significant irregularity (see Figure 3). It is not clearly defined in which
direction the profile shall measure. By making a spherical search around the borehole
the minimum distance between borehole and surface is found regardless in which
direction is occurs.

Figure 3: Left, Middle: In which direction shall the profile measure in case of a corner
hole or a face irregularity? Right: A spherical search identifies the direction to
minimum distance.

Figure 4: Left: 3D model with a single profile; circle marks an irregularity (remainder
of a detached block); Right: 2D profile diagram and according minimum burden
diagram, the difference is significant at certain depths; values in meters
The graphical display of all shortest distances around a borehole is called minimum
burden diagram (Figure 4). It ensures that face irregularities, corner situations, or
angular misalignments in azimuthal direction are treated correctly (Gaich, 2009). In
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certain situations the difference between the 2D profile and the minimum burden
diagram may become significant.
3.2.2 Minimum burden surfaces
The extension of minimum burden diagrams leads to the computation of minimum
burden surfaces. A minimum burden surface is a geometric entity that consists of those
locations where a borehole should be in order to fulfil the minimum burden criterion at
best (i.e. minimum burden equals design burden) or vice versa if a borehole is placed on
the minimum burden surface it leads to a minimum burden diagram that follows the
design parameters as good as possible.

Figure 5: Minimum burden surfaces (green dots) are a smoothed copy of the free
surface (blue). When boreholes reside on a minimum burden surface, the resulting
minimum burden chart shows the best fit to the design burden.
A minimum burden surface is computed by starting from the free face and identifying
those locations that are at design burden away from it. This is repeated for multiple
sample points over the entire area to blast. The resultant sample points define the basis
for an interpolated surface that defines the minimum burden surface (see Figure 5). The
whole procedure is repeated for the number of desired borehole rows.
3.2.3 Automatic borehole placement
Having minimum burden surfaces, the positioning of boreholes becomes
straightforward:
•
•
•

Specify the extension of the blast site based on the 3D model
Specify design burden and design side spacing
Specify constraints, e.g. inclination or azimuth to be constant for all boreholes or
variable*
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•
•
•

Compute the first minimum burden surface (defines the locations for the first
row)
Place boreholes
Repeat for the remaining rows

* Constraints are applied depending on the general shape of the bench face (straight,
curved, corner).
The suggested algorithm is able to follow any irregularly shaped bench face and
positions the boreholes according the minimum burden criterion at best under the given
constraints. Figure 6 shows a 3D model of a curved bench as well as the result of the
algorithm. The layout clearly follows the crest, inclination and azimuth were allowed to
vary. Figure 7 shows the resulting minimum burden distribution.

Figure 6: Top: 3D model of a curved blast site; Bottom: Plan view of automatically
positioned boreholes, in this case for three rows.
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Figure 7: Minimum burden chart for automatically positioned boreholes for a curved
corner blast with 3 rows; different colours indicate different burden levels

3.3 Automatic assignment of volumes to boreholes
Burden tests on single holes show that ideally designed and loaded boreholes break the
rock in a wedge type shape (Wimmer, 2006). Following that rule and if a hole opens at
around 90° under normal conditions (as a starting point) a geometric breakage limit can
be defined as outlined in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Basic geometric rule for determining the volume to be assigned to a single
borehole; the coloured triangle defines the volume associated to a section of a borehole
Using the breakage limit the actual angle how the borehole opens is sought by
intersection with the actual 3D shape of the face. This procedure is repeated for discrete
depths of the borehole and the resulting wedges are collected. The wedges will show
different angles and direction along the borehole depending on the actual geometric
relationships. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the behaviour of the algorithm for different
design burdens applied at the same borehole.
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Figure 9: Borehole volume (blue) for a single borehole when decreasing burden from 5
to 3 meters. Note that the wedge angle gets larger for smaller burdens

Figure 10: Borehole volume (blue) of a single borehole when increasing burden from 5
to 7 meters. Note in the rightmost example the breakage limit has been exceeded; thus
no volume is assigned to this hole.

Figure 11: Volumes (blue) associated to boreholes for a corner blast; there is uneven
face conditions and varying borehole angles. In order to increase visibility only the
volume of every second hole is displayed, i.e. the gaps belong to the other boreholes
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The algorithm provides reasonable results for regular as well as irregular drill patterns
and can take complex bench face geometries into account. It also handles differently
angled boreholes or deviated ones. Figure 11 shows an example of a geometrically more
complex blast site.
Loading of the holes bases on the assigned volumes and adapts according to the actual
volumes. By specifying the powder factor and having the precise volume that a
borehole needs to work, the loading column determines. Work is in progress at this step
of the procedure.

4

Blast analysis

Blast analysis here understands the quantification of blasting results in order to get
comparable figures for subsequent blasts, especially for those acquired within the same
operation. The focus lies on two key performance indicators: fragmentation and
volumes (which relates to the powder factor).

4.1 Determination of volumes
Volumes determine rather straightforward from aerial 3D models by computing the
space between two different 3D surfaces. Schematically this principle is shown in
Figure 12 where cross-sections from two different 3D models are plotted. Volumes of
interest are: (i) the volume of the muck pile and (ii) the corresponding bank volume. In
order to get those, three drone flights are required. One before the blast, one before
mucking starts and one after mucking has been finished.

Figure 12: Cross sections from two different 3D models. Top: Before blasting and after
mucking leads to the bank volume; Bottom: Before and after mucking provides the
volume of the muck pile.
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Figure 13: Muck pile (yellow shape) in conjunction with the 3D model after mucking

4.2 Fragmentation analysis
Traditional approaches for determining the fragmentation use image analysis. Single
fragments are delineated from photographs and then sized according to some image
scale. However, this procedure shows ambiguous results from time to time because
image analysis, e.g. does hard in distinguishing between shadows and real fragment
borders. So significant user intervention becomes required in order to remove erroneous
delineation results.
By transforming the process into 3D, delineation results improve strongly since the 3D
models from overlapping photographs preserve the shape of the particles and are less
prone to be influenced from shadows. That’s why particles are delineated in 3D while
using 2D image analysis as support. This procedure analyses entire muck piles in a
single automatic run and intrinsically has correct scale. Resulting particle size
distribution curves become statistically much stronger due to the high number of sample
data. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show resultant 3D models after particle detection and the
particle distribution curve. Particles are coloured according to their size highlighting any
present boulders.
Note that such analysis provides only those particles that are visible on the surface.
However, when gathering data during mucking then other parts become observable.
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Figure 14: Left: 3D model of a muck pile with particles coloured according to their
size; boulders highlight; Right: resulting particle distribution; Note that more than
50,000 individual size measurements build that curve

Figure 15: Detailed view of detected particles; red blocks are larger than 1.5 m.

5

Blast optimization

The basic concept of blast optimization relies on the combination of automatic blast
design and objective quantification of the results. Based on the blasting results, the
boundary conditions for the next design (e.g. design burden or spacing) may be changed
and the procedure repeated. This way successive improvements of the blasting results
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become possible in a reproducible manner. The blast optimization can be seen as a kind
of control loop in this context (see Figure 16).

Figure 16: Control loop for optimizing blasts on a geometric basis; successive
application of automatic blast design and objective quantification of the result allow to
successively approach the optimum.

6

Conclusions

Photogrammetric 3D models from aerial imagery using drones are a cost-effective
valuable data source for designing, documenting, and quantifying surface blasts. A
multitude of drones is suitable and modern photogrammetric software compute 3D
models fully automatic in reasonable time and on site.
Resultant 3D models are useful for several tasks including (i) automatic rock mass
characterization, (ii) automatic placement of boreholes, (iii) assigning rock volumes to
boreholes as basis for automatic loading, as well as (iv) objectively quantifying results
by volumes and fragmentation analysis.
Although the described components are beneficial independently, they combine to a
strategy for optimizing blasting works. A control loop is initiated by quantifying the
results of a blast, changing the design, quantifying the next blast, and comparing it with
the first result. This repeated application and objective comparison of results allows to
successively improve blasts in a certain operation, both economically and from a safety
aspect. Note that the described concepts in this paper are pure geometric.
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